IBM Hybrid Data Management

Start your journey
to AI with robust
data collection
Businesses seeking digital transformation and
wanting to leverage artificial intelligence (AI)
need to collect data all types, from all sources,
across all deployment options and make it
simple and accessible.
Recent research from The Institute for Business
Value (IBV) details the business impact of proper
data management and integration, comparing
industry leaders to laggards.*

What defines
a leader
Over the past three
years leading businesses
outperformed peers.

Leaders
embrace data
management
Robust data
management and
collection sets top
companies apart,
allowing C-suites
to make more datadriven decisions.

165%
more often in
revenue growth

163%
more often in
profitability

Leading

108%
more

As a result, leaders
are expected to realize
increased ROI and an edge
in AI initiatives, leveraging
the growing proliferation
of data to strategically
drive their business.

Driving data
management
leadership

Lagging

Lead

76%

more

Leaders benefit
from data
management

more often in
innovation leadership

Leading enterprises are
collecting the types of data
needed to make decisions.

300%
Leading enterprises freely
share data across other
functional business areas.

208%

more

Leading companies can
use both structured and
unstructured data.

43%
more

Leading companies plan
significant future investment
in hybrid cloud computing.

80%
more

112% more
Leaders are
planning large
investments in
AI or machine
learning.

Leaders are extensively using data
to develop new business models.

113% more
Leaders are extensively using
data to enter new markets.

Join these leaders with AI-infused hybrid data management supporting transactional,
analytic, big data, and streaming workloads across on-premises, private cloud, and
public cloud deployments.
Learn how to collect and connect more data for insights and AI with the ebook,
8 ways to modernize your data management or schedule a free 30 minute discussion
with one of our data management experts to have your questions answered directly.
Read the paper

Ask an expert
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